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international Perspectives on the importance of
Electric Tariff Transitioning to Cost-based Levels in Bulgaria

introduction: Cost-based Pricing Principles

The two fundamental principles for cost-based pricing of utility services are:

• A financially viable utility must price its services such that in the long run
revenues meet or exceed the utility's average cost of production.

• Marginal cost pricing for incremental consumption ensures efficient allocation
of resources.

These fundamentals are well understood, however the importance of electricity in all
sectors of the economy has led to price manipulation to attain a range of goals, and in
many cases this process has resulted in inefficient pricing. The experience of utilities
worldwide illustrates the importance of cost-based tariff setting.

Under the traditional approach to power pricing, the utility's cost-of-service is allocated
to customers based on the relative usage of the system by each customer. The utility's
allowed revenues are set to recover its embedded cost-of-service. Marginal costs,
modified to conform to revenue levels based on embedded costs, are used to indicate
directions in which tariffs might be modified in the interests of economic efficiency. In
some countries, this traditional cost-of-service approach has been replaced by market
pricing mechanisms that compensate power producers at the marginal cost of production
established collectively in the marketplace.

In the examples below we describe the factors encouraging transition to economically
efficient tariffs at a small utility in the Northwest U.S., Minenergo in Belarus, Pacific Gas
& Electric Company (PG&E ) in California, and the National Electric Company (NEK) in
Bulgaria. The analysis of the Bulgarian electric sector is based on ongoing work being
funded by the U.S. Agency for International Development. Each of the four utilities
described in this paper faces a different challenge for transitioning tariffs to cost-based
leveW, but the same broad conclusion applies in all cases: utility pricing must take
account of the underlying average and marginal cost structures of the regional power
industry.

Northwest U.S. Example - Role of Marginal Cost in Tariff-setting

Utilities in tLe Northwest U.S. buiit massive hydroelectric projects in the mid-century.
These projects are now heavily depreciated, yet still operate at mil capacity. As a result
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the average cost of power for hydro-based utilities is relatively low and well below the
cost of building new gas turbines to meet incremental demand.

Bechtel recently provided resource planning and tariff consulting services to one of the
small hydro-based utilities in the Northwest U.S. The utility offers a single cost-of-
service tariff, about $20/MWH, to all customers in all hours of the year. Due to the
relatively low price of electricity, nearly all energy uses are based on electricity, including
winter home heating.

The utility is at load/resource balance today, however its large industrial customer, a
metallurgy industry using electric furnaces, is considering adding another large furnace.
The utility's preferred supply-side alternative to meet the new electric furnace load is a
gas turbine costing S36/MWH. Demand-side alternatives are available at about
S25/MWH, including household weatherization to reduce electric heating and cooling,
and expansion of the gas distribution system to reduce electric home heating.

The utility's current pricing structure is inefficient because the cost of adding resources to
serve an increase in demand exceeds the tariff revenue from increased sales. Our advice
to the utility includes:

• If the utility continues to price at average cost, which is below its marginal
cost of supply, it will make sense for the utility to subsidize its customers to
install household weatherization and gas distribution facilities to ofifeet
electricity demand growth, in order to avoid the higher cost of building a gas
turbine.

• The utility will benefit from a tiered tariff structure, with a low-priced block,
and a second block priced at marginal cost. This structure ensures that
customers pay the full cost of incremental demand. The higher cost of power
in the second tier encourages customers to pursue demand-side alternatives
on their own, without utility subsidy.

a Unless the utility increases its tariff to at least recover the costs associated
with incremental demand, it will make sense for the utility to negotiate a
settlement with the metallurgy industry to not install its electric furnace.

Belarus Example-Tariff Transitioning to Cost-based Levels

Bechtel has provided tariff consulting services in several Eastern European countries.
The situation in Belarus is typical of centrally planned economies in transition: revenues
from electricity tariffs are below both the marginal and the average cost of electricity
services. Household tariffs are particularly low relative to cost.

As demonstrated in the Northwest U.S. example, pricing below marginal cost can lead
customers to use electricity in uneconomic ways and will not provide adequate revenues
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Figure 1: Belarus Electricity Price Transitioning

to expand the system over its long-term growth. Pricing below average cost win
gradually undermine the financial viability of the utility. Therefore, in Belarus we
advised increasing tariffs to at least cover average cost-of-service without exceeding
marginal cost. We also advised block pricing, with the second block priced at marginal
cost, in order to encourage efficient use of electricity.

The recommended price transitioning for households and for the weighted average of all
customer groups is shown in Figure 1. The transition strategy will have the most impact
on household customers because of the current low pricing for this group. We advised a
gradual transition in household tariffs to eventually meet the average cost-of-service to
households.

During the transition period, the utility is expected to experience a temporary revenue
shortfall relative to average cost-of-service. To make up for this shortfall, tariffs
eventually will have to exceed the average cost-of-service for a period of time. In
Belarus we observed that even during this period of pricing above average cost-of-
service, tariffs will not exceed marginal cost, because marginal cost is significantly above
average cost, as shown on the right hand side of Figure 1. Thus the utility will still be
able to design tariffs meeting the objectives of cost-based pricing.

PG&E Example- The Market does not Allow Pricing above Marginal Cost

The example of PG&E in California illustrates the diiemma of cost-based tariffs that
exceed the marginal cost of providing electric service. This situation resulted from some
costly resource decisions in the 1980's that did not anticipate the subsequent downward
trends in natural gas prices and gas turbine costs. In a market economy, pricing above
marginal cost is inefficient and unstable. This is illustrated by the following points:
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• Customers attempt to bypass the utility system by relocating or by installing
autoproduction and conservation. Customers also attempt to access the
market for competitive power supplies. In response, PG&E has had to
discount tariffs to levels approaching the marginal cost of service for the large
customers with competitive alternatives. To make up the lost revenues,
PG&E has had to raise tariffs to its captive customers, including households.

• For a period of time PG&E had negative incentives for socially desirable
demand-side management and conservation. Any reduction in demand
further exacerbated the gap between PG&E's price and the market price.
(This situation was later addressed when the regulator established special
incentive mechanisms for utility-sponsored conservation.)

• In April 1996, PG&E made a voluntary reduction in corporate earnings in
anticipation of the market reality that it will not be able to charge consumers
full historic costs for its most expensive resource, the Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Plant. The stock market responded within days by devaluing the company
stock by over ten percent.

a High prices in California have encouraged the formation of independent
power producers (IPPs). In general the DPPs have outcompeted the utilities
for developing new power plants.

These market dynamics have motivated California to adopt the competitive pool model.
PG&E has recently announced its tariff trausitioning plan to position the company for the
future power market. Figure 2 shows the relationships among cost-of-service, long-run
marginal cost and the expected trend for average tariffs during the upcoming transition to
market-based tariffs. PG&E expects that under the pool mechanism, the utility will not
be able to recover the difference between average and marginal costs, except for some
cost recovery allowed in a competitive transition tax. The unrecoverable costs, which
are referred to as stranded investment, affect the profitability of the company.
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Figure 2: PG&E Tariff TransitJoning
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Bulgaria Example

Electricity pricing in Bulgaria is determined through centralized administrative control, in
contrast with the competitive model in which market dynamics influence prices, and
intervention and regulation are limited to protection of social objectives. The centralized
administrative control approach is criticized as ineffective at rewarding organizational
efficiency, and has developed a history of establishing unstable market dynamics.

Current tariffs in Bulgaria deviate from the cost-of-service model. Recent price increases
are a positive development, however in general, like in Belarus, Bulgarian tariffs are
below cost-of-service, especially the household tariff. Subsidized tariffs are used to meet
important social objectives, such as redistribution of wealth. The paradox in Bulgaria is
that the under-funding from customers to NEK is not currently offset by subsidies from
the government to NEK. This means that future consumers will eventually subsidize
today's decapitalization of NEK. Today's consumer is better off, however the utility is
placed in a difficult position for financing essential utility services, and future consumers
will experience higher prices and reduced sendee quality.

In this context it is worth considering the following Bulgarian examples:

a NEK is under-funded, and needed replacement and expansion programs are
being deferred.

a Financing electric sector projects is difficult because potential investors
expect that revenues from tariffs will be inadequate.

a There is inefficient use of electricity for winter heating due to the low cost of
electricity relative to other fuels.

a Low prices for electricity may be encouraging inefficient industrial uses. The
World Bank has estimated that Bulgaria consumes between five and ten times
more energy per unit of output than OECD economies and about four times
more than market economies with similar levels of income.

• Without a strong link between the utility's costs and the prices it charges its
customers, there is less pressure on the utility to control costs.

The prescription for Bulgaria, like for other emerging market economies, is to transition
to cost-based tariffs. Unlike other countries in the region that we have evaluated, in
Bulgaria the average cost-of-service is somewhat higher than long-run marginal cost,
due to the impacts of deferred facility replacement and expansion, and the need to
establish funds for nuclear decommissioning and waste fuel storage. The California
example illustrates the problems associated with pricing above marginal cost. We
conclude that the best way to minimize the problems associated with this situation is to
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transition to cost-based tariffs as soon as possible. Any delay will drive the gap between
cost-of-service and marginal cost even higher.

Figure 3 illustrates the relationships among average cost-of-service, marginal cost and
tariff transitioning in Bulgaria. The average tariff shown in dotted line on the figure is an
example of one potential tariff transitioning strategy.
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Figure 3: Bulgaria Tariff Transitioning

Conclusions

This paper has examined the implications of utility pricing that varies from the cost-based
model. Bulgaria needs to transition tariffs to recover the electricity cost-of-service, and
manage the transition to ensure that the electric sector operates efficiently and consumers
are treated fairly. The transition should be made as quickly as possible, because NEK's
current cost structure is unstable. NEK may be heading towards a financial situation
similar to that faced in California where cost-of-service exceeds marginal cost and
market dynamics force the utilities to devalue assets.

Measures that will facilitate the process of tariff transitioning in Bulgaria include:

• developing a transparent process for tariff setting with clear objectives, a plan
and timetable, and roles of organizations;

• establishing independent regulation to ensure that tariff setting objectives are
achieved; and

• instituting mechanisms to reward organizations for performance that achieves
electric sector objectives.
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